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IN

AFRICAN COUNTRIES

INTRODUCTION" ' : '

Recently the subject of development assistance baa become a leading issue in
ttecenb+y .*«= j „«««■;ni ihinortance to .African countries,,' It is

familiar knowledge that African, countries. f^f^^f^Se enough ~

msmm
j their development plans-.

we are living in an interdependent world the^incre.sing imbalance in the

5232 rsr^rs.nsSLi.'ss-r-rss
imperative^ - ■

is mainly devoted to/the discussion of the leading issues ;in".

es: and evaluates the various schemes c^-rently available for stabilization of
ex^rt earnings. Section II identifies two gaps, namely the savings-investnjents gap
arid the import-export , gap that may be filled by aid flows. The problem of-

presents our conclusions.-
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Export iflBtabilijjrjind j*gyglpprrient

With the exception of the oil-producing African countries, the rest have

their economies heavily dependent upon one or two primary product exports which

are vulnerable to price fluctuations, For. such countries, wide fluctuations in

export reoeipts disrupt their development programmes in various ways:

(i) they cause parallel fluctuations in the level of national income,
savings, and investments;

(ii) they bring: about changes in the distribution of money incomes
that are adverse for the development programmes;

(ii:i) they induce substantial variation in government revenue, since
a large proportion of government revenue is generally derived from

taxation.of foreign trade; and

(iv) most significantly, tho pattern of investment is distorted and its
: efficiency impaired if imports of necessary goods and materials are

restricted as a result of declining export proceeds, or if there is '"

over-investment in the export sector when exports rise and the""'

■ gestation period in production is long so that excess productive ,'

capacity appears in the future.

If African countries nave enough foreign exchange reserves they could be

used to mitigate some of these-adverse effects. However, most of them have

inadequate foreign exchange reserves. Therefore, they have to depend on

foreign capital inflow to offset the fluctuations in their export proceeds if .

their development programmes are not to be: disrupted* Problems facing most

African countries in their bid to attract foreign capital are many and would

be examined in detail latero But to increase and stabilize the proceeds from

exports, there have been calls for trade liberalisation policies on'the part'
of industrial countries; more international commodity agreements, and a greater

amount of compensatory financing. . . . .. ...

l(a)» Fluctuations in the annual real earnings of LDCs: 1967-1574 '

■Table 1 shows that fluctuations in the annual real earnings of selected

developing-countries from the export of their major,export commodities were in

many cases, quite severe in the period 1967.to

.Such, fluctuations, particularly sharp downward movements in real earnings

.tend to have a-disruptive effect on.the economies and on the development programmes
of the developing countries experiencing them, ■ ■ :

The data confirm that African countries badly fell victim to such export

shortfalls because, in general, the deviation of annual real earnings from trend

(for cocoa, coffee, cotton, etc), Mc.c larger for most African countries than the
aggregate deviation for all the LDCs,. It becomes necessary, therefore, that

international financial arrangements should favour more aid to non-oil primary

producer countries of Africa.

l/Source: UNCTAD IV, May 1^6; TD/KM/SuppU, Chapter 1.
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Table 1

Trends and fluctuations in real earnings of developing countries

from the export of selected commodities, 1967-1974

.■'..,

.... ...

AGRICULTURAL .COiWDITIES

Bananas

All developing countries

of., which:

'Panama ;

''Honduras !
•Costa Rica

"Ecuador

Cocoa

All developing countries

of which: ' .

Eauatorial Guinea
'Rsma

United Republic of *

Cameroon

Western Samoa

Togo

Coffee

All developing countries

of which:

Burundi

Uganda

Colombia

El Salvador

Rwanda ■ ;

Haiti

Ethiopia . >- "■

Angola :

Share of

Commodity in

total export

earnings of

each country

shown in

1972-19741/

(per'cent)

37.8

36,9 ■

25.4 '

16.7

53.5
51.6

23.8

18.8

16.2-; .

83.4

; 66.9

51.4

; 42,5

38.7

56.9

30.4 ■

24ol

Change in real

earnings from

exports of each ...-

commodity . . ...

1967-1969 to-

1972-1974

Per cent, per annum

-1.3

-4.3

-5,6

8.0

-5.3

i«i

-8.3
2.1

3.0

-9.4

-0.7

1.8

7.1

5.6

1.4

2.7

1.3

-0.4

-5.3

2.3

Deviation of annual

real earnings frp,n>

trend,

Average

1967-1974^

Largest actual

shortfall from

trend in the

period

(Per cent)

5-4

17.0

10.1

13.7

4.9.

14.5

18.7 '■■" "■•
17.0

20 a

21.1

29.0;-

7.3

19.2: .-

5.4 ' ' '
12.0

12,6

23.0

7.4

15V8-

7.5

10.7

31.9

19.9

24.0

3.0

21,0 .

28.3
22.1

30.3

23.7

27.8

8.1

33.3

4.7

12.6

19.4

25.7

10.6

30.4

13.1 .
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Table 1 (Continued)

-■.■;■)' , :"i ■ ■ .' ■■ ■>

', ._■). ■■..'.■. ■■ • ■ ' •

'.

■-':.■

Cotton

All developing^ countries

', of which:

; Chatf:'
ij Sudan

: Egypt:

Mali V *

Upper Volta '.\.-

Nicaragua

i Syrian Arab Republic

\ Central African Bs*plr«
Benin

Mozambique

Uganda

United Republic of .

Tanzania

'■: Guatemala

|! Jute \).lj." '■

'■ All developing countries

' of which:

' Bangladesh ■

■■ Oranges and tangerines

All developing countries^

; of which:

; Cyprus

1 Rubber ' '" ;

; All developing countries.

-. of which: ', ;.,."»
, M..i- .I — ,

West Malaysia

Sri Lanka

Liberia

Thailand

r

Share of -. .

commodity in

total,, export _

earnings of .-■-,

each country-

shown in i / -.'
1972-1974^

i

(Per cent)

_

62.4

, 56.4

■ 45.3

i 36.6

7 ; 31.3
. 28.9

28.5

■i 27.6

21.2

' 19.0

15.5

14.6

11.3

\

\ 47.7

-

: i 13.5

\

: 34.8
19.9

12.2

11.0

i

■ Change, in .real. ._ ■

"'■ earnings, from^ .

' commodity :

.--•■ 1967-1969"to

1972-19.74 .'•■:.

(Per cent per annum)

;■ 2.1

-5.4

2.3

4.2..-. .

26.7 -.. -.

2.3

■"■ 1.4v ■.' ■

4.1

-0.5

24.5

. 2,8

-4.0

5 -■-

0.4 ,:

-1.0

-5.9
i

! -9.0

i

■■ . ; 8.3- '

| 2.6 x

5.4

-2.6

-0.3

5.2

ftve

■;

;■■ 4

: '9

■*14
; 7
■29

.25

■ ;27

:i2

: 9
■19

:i5

14

' 10

".'19

i 8

J.6

,

1

i20

• 19

14

19

9

23

Deviation of annual

real earnings from-

trend,

raye

:'"■■■,■■ ■;■

.3

■ 9": -■

• 4

.6

.4

.6

.5

.6

.9

.1

.7

.7

■ •'■.

.0

.7 '"

.5

^■■^

♦6

.0

.4

.1

.9

.9

.7

1967-19742/

Largest actual

shortfall from

trend in the :.

period

(Per cent)

.■■.-... ■ ■■■-."'.cj'.." '..-■■ ■

■■ ■'■■125«2-- ,':

. ■ 12.5 _•

- 'v68,3

■"-■ ■' 39.4 ■

" :-< 36.3 :

16.0

.15.1 .

.... . - -15.0 .

■ -..■27.1

'28.7- ,_

'. ''.'," /■■'■'. '■■' ■ ■

■■■■ ■•■i'4.4 :■
' ;■" '• ■"32.5 ,

7.7 '

■; ;■:■ .■■!■:.■:.- 6i'4*

-, -a.4.8 :

27.5 :

1 34.8

25.4

38.9

17.1

37.7
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Table l__(Continued)

Shars of
Commodity in

total export

earnings of

each country

shown in ,

1972-1974^/

Sisal

All developing countries

of which:

United Republic of

Tanzania '

Sugar

All developing countries

of which:

Mauritius

Cuba

Dominican Republic

Fiji

Guyana ;

Barbados

—

87.7

65.0

47.0

41.3

43.1

33.0

Tea

All developing countries

of which:

Sri Lanka

Malawi

Kenya

Tobacco

All developing countries

of which:

Malawi

Turkey

47.'

: 17oS

: 10.S

42.6

■ 12;; 6

(Per cent)

10.4

Change in real

earnings from

exports of each

commodity

1967-1969 to
1972-1974

Deviation of annual

real earnings from

trend, 1967-1974 j/

Average

Largest actual j

shortfall from I

trend in the j
peri od

(Per cent per annum)l

10.3

0.7

13.1

7V7

11.9

-2.4

5.7

-5.1

-5.7

-7.3

0.3

3.3

4.6

9.0

1.7

35.

27.

(Per

6

4

cent)

39.

35.

4

2

26.1

31.5

26.9

12.2

14,1

27.9
10.2

4.4

3.6

3.4

,11.0.

9.5

22.0

37.3

36,4;

• 12 i0

14.4

46,0

16.7

9.5

6.0

6.3

15.2

9.3

11.6

'23.5
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Table 1 (Continued)

y

2/

Countries most heavily dependent on each commodity for their export earnings.

ORES AND METALS

Copper

All developing countries

of which:

Zambia

Chile :

Zaire

Peru

Iron ere

All developing countries

of v;hieh:

Mauritania

Liberia

Manganese ore

All developing countries

o.-? which:

Gabon

Tin

All developing countries

of which:

Bolivia

\aos

Rwanda

Sources: FAC

Share of

Commodity in

tot -.1 export

earnings of
each country
shown in

1972-1974:!/

(Per cent)

-

92.6

69.8

59.8

23*5

75.7

64.6

-

9.2

■

42.0

29.4

16.0

. Trade Yearbook;

Change in real

earnings from

exports of each

commodity

1967-1969 to

1972-1974

(Per cent per annum)

1.2

-2,7

-1.4

' 1.7
-3.9

1.8

2.8 '
3.3 ' ...

-1.7

• 2.6

1.0

1.9

-9.4

-1.7

Deviation of ?jmual :
real earnings from

trend, 1967-1974?'

Average

Largest actual

shortfall from

trend in ths

period

(Per cent)

15-7

20.4

14.8

15.6"

13.5

7.0

10.5 .

. 4.2

:io.2

14.5

10.8

■ 11.8 ■

33.9..

17.6

national trade statistics.

23,4/

■ --25.1-

27.0

20u8

19,5

.■ i

■ 9£6

18.3

7-4

19.4

■ 15.0

j

14.9

14*7

31.3

27,2

—' The percentages shown in the first column are the coefficients of variation of

real earnings about their trend.
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l(b)« Trade liberalization to promote economic development

There is merit1"in "the argument that, .tariffs and, quotas' should be removed

on import's.'bf. p'rimary'-products into industrialized countries,.'''in order to
increase the share of imports from developing countries; ('especially. African
countries). :in the total consumption of advanced countries; V Ou;t of !consideration
for'their domestic farm price-support schemes, however,; many/d^veloped countries
have imposed tariffs and quotas on primary products which compete with domestic
production.

It is true that tariffs and quantitative restrictions are negligible

or non-existent in most importing countries on tropical agricultural exports

such as cocoa, coffee and sugar. However, in theory, Whenever such taxes are

applicable in the elastic range of demand curves, their reduction would benefit.,
the exporting countries by expanding demand for the" products.

l(b)» International commodity agreement for stabilizing export earnings

There is a need for international commodity agreements for some'African

.commodities so as to obtain remunerative prices, for those commodities. The -

rhaih-otijective here is :to-secure stable export pricfcs through internatipna,!

"prlce^suppor't7"schemes with the' hope of raising export earnings and thereby '

increasingindustrial imports. Such'an internationar-agreement would definitely
be a means 6~f trahsf erring resources "from the advanced importing country to

African countries*. Indeed, the distinctive feature of an international commodity

agreement is to ra^se the long-term trend'of.the developing country's export

prices, 'improve its terms'of trade, and thereby have the quality, of .transferrigg
resources. ■ -;■ .'".''' " '■'._*. ; '"■■".."'''"'■..

'The case against international commodity agreements rests1 oh the extremely

disappointing historical record.of such agreements,.the fact.that they.are at

best suitable for only a small number of primary' coitmbdities.,;"ifor example.

It is therefore not surprising that increasing'attention is being given

to other policy^measures that might stabilize export earnings. .Among these

measures, the 'proposal for compensatory financing schemes' and the use of
national price stabilization programmes are most significant.

l(d). Compensatory financing schemes for export shortfalls ,: .

The compensatory financing,scheme relates .to special, financial ..support .

to the developing countries in" periods of low export earnings* Since 1963,

the IMF has provided/some compensatory financing facilities to primary

exporting countries,—' including' some African countries. .'If a member .country
has temporary shortfall in export'receipts from a medium-term- trend\value,".'it
is entitled to a compensatory drawing from the IMP. ...... ^,. '[.'■'.'.'. mm I'".".

;\x.'X\'

1/Source: IMP, Compensatory financing of export fluctuations,
Washington D.C., 1S63.
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The conditions of compensation are that the shortfall must be of a.

short-term character and largely due to circumstances beyond the member's

, .control. Repayment must be made within a three- to five-year period,

irrespective of whether the disequilibrium in the member country's balance

of. payments still persists, .Regarding Compensatory Financing- facility, the

general.feeling is .that there should be further examination of the methods for

■■■calculating export shortfalls to encourage more extensive use of the facility.

Other facilities under the IMF permitting African countries to obtain :

short-term loans include drawings under the following:

(a) the Extended Fund. Facility; •

-,...,. .(b.) the Tr.ust Fund;. <■.- ' •

(c) the Subsidy Account, and

• v.ii :.'V'\ :iv:-v . -.■■.■.■'■'■.'■" ■ ■' ■ * ■ ■ •.:•.■ • ■ - .' •■ ■ " . ■ • • ' ■■ ■
"' (d) drawing under" t'he credit "branches;

It. is the:-wish of the most African member countries that the Fund'relaxes the

cpnditionality for drawings under its facilities to make them more accessible,

I(e) • EotiipRted export 'shortfalls for nqn"pilrt3cpo.?ting LDCs

. The lack of adequate balance of payments finance constitutes a grave

danger to the growth of developing countries and to the objectives, of thev

Second.Development Decade^. This danger has been recognized. Thus the

Executive Directors of the IMF meeting in the latter months of 1975* agreed

on a liberalization of the Fund's Compensatory Financing Facility (CFF)°

Table 2 .contains estimates by the UNCTAD secretariat of■shortfalls based

on an alternative formula, designed to measure import capacity directly.

This is to provide a standard of comparison with the revised IMF estimates,

..'•An examination of .the estimates shows.that the revised.IMF method gives

results that diverge ,significantly from those obtained by.the alternative ■■

formula, . ■ : . • . >

Since the. IMF method is based solely on trends:in nominal export earnin

it tends to overestimate "shortfalls" during periods of decelerating inflation
and.to..underestimate them, during periods of accelerating inflation.

F,pr example,. in; 1974, when price increases were'significantly faster
than in the previousayear, the result of applying the IMF method deviates by

$13.5 billion from-.that of the alternative formula*. On the other hand,- in the
projection for 1976 it deyiates in the opposite direction by $12*5 billion,

again primarily because 1976 was expected to be a year of significantly lower

rates of price increases than the two preceding years.



tn+ ^ 1?'^ u^?.WaS a maximum Rawing ^om the IMF in respect of CFP
totalling $3.7 billion. Using the alternative formula, this Rawing would
have amounted to 80 per cent of the shortfall forecast for that year.

We mao. conclude, from the analysis,above, that,,the MF-;me$hod of calculating
export shortfall needs- tobe^ise^fur^ experience
indicates that the dynamics of the-international Economy are such that the
purchasing power of exports from nori^oil.-producing developing countries as a

TL7* xn\in relati°n t0 thQ V°1Ume °f world trade- Indeed> such medium.
^™ declines may..be aggravated, by severe, trade cycles.

. Thus, it is clear, that. the. BIF facility ..does..not. have...the-resources to
make a significant contribution to. the ..current, balance-of-payments difficulties
of developing countries. Such,considerations imply that the financing of C
fPHst^.e.^ignificant^..improved... As a minimum,, it. must-be- on-a-sufficientlr
long-term basis, with repayment linked to export performance. . ;

for B!SjeMial-° tuQ STABSX SCheme Which is a mechani^ designed to. compensate
?Ep? n I ? }hteavn^s of each of ^ 46 African, Caribbean and Pacific
(ACP) countries from their exports to EEC ofja group of 12 selected commodities.

To qualify for.a drawing under the scheme, a country must satisfy a ■
dependence threshold criterion. That is, during the preceding year of ■
application, earnings from the export of the product to all destinations ■
represented at least 7-5 per cent of its total earnings from merchandise, exports
(for sisal-5 per cent and for the least developed and:land-locked or island ACP
States 2,5 per cent). . i . . .....

The worlcings of the scheme may be briefly summarized as follows: for ieach
ACP country and each eligible product, a reference level of earnings/- from l
exports to ESC is calculated for each year as the average of these earnings, in
.n?ma-llal ter.mS|..in..the.preceding, four years...'. ...:... .

ACP countries are entitled to apply for financial compensation under the
scheme, provided, that, actual.,earnings from expor.tsto EEC of an^ eligible product
for glven calendar year fall at least 7-5 per cent below the reference level
U.5 Per cent for the least, developed, land-locked :ahd: island countries).

The amount of the compensation is the full difference between actual
earnings and the reference level. The compensation is repayable interest-free in
fivo years by reconstituting the resources of the scheme when it is found that
the trend of its export earnings so permit.

of account°(ul)f^S aU°Cated by EEC t0 the SMExV"hone are 375 million units

. u^ u?? LtandS f°r Stabilization of deport ^nings, The scheme was
established by the Lome Convention of 28 Fttzuary 1975.

2/Based on pre-Smithsonian currency parties the UA is for EEC budget
pruposes valued at UA 2.40 to the pound sterling, or DM 3.66 to the unit of account
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Table 2

Estimated export shortfalls for non-oil- epcporting

developing countries, 1968-1977.5^

■ . -^ '

1 J '

-Year

1968

1969

.1970

1971

1972 ,

1973"

1974

1975

1976

1977

Estimate based on:

Revised IMF method

0.5

' . -1.9

' " ' - -2.0

2.3

-1.2 .

: -11.2

. -8.9

21.2

20.0

2.2

Alternative formula

(2)

2.5

0.4

1.1

6o5

1.9

-8.2 ..

4.6

22»1

7.5

-6.3

Difference

(3) = (2)-(l).

-2.0

-2.3

-3.1

-4.2

i -3.1

: -3.0

-13.5

-0.9

12.5

8.5

a/ Underlying trade figures are based on UNCTAD secretariat projections,

b/ A minus sign indicates an export surplus.

:* ■■-•■:;"■
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Sqme of the criticisms against STABIX include the following:

. (i) This scheme is meant not. to maintain earnings at target minimum
. levels in real terms, but. merely, to -offset short-term fluctuations

in nominal earnings around their trend.' Therefore it does not take
account of inflation,i/ . .. - .

(ii) STABEX does not make up for shortfalls which are less than 7*5 per
.cent below the .reference point, and

, ..(iii) It. ties the exports of ACP countries to the EJCC since "it encourages

[ *° that ^ ** -^eving maiimum benefits

H* International aid to fill the dual gap ...

African countries view their need f;or foreign capital in terms of

their national development programmes. Afd-giving ■"countries also encourage
the practice of development planning as a pre requisite for the receipt
of.external financial aid. In'the context of a development programme,
therefore, foreign capital has a dual role in enabling the recipient country
to raise its level of investment and increase its imports, A net capital
inflow can finance the two' gaps' in the following aggregates:

1. net investment minus net domestic savings;, and

2. value of imported goods and services, including factor payments
minus value of exported goods and services, including fac/tcr receipts

The foreign capital requirements of a development plan can therefore be
expressed either as the need to fill the "savings gap" or to coyer the
"foreign exchange gap". '

If the development programme entails greater investment than can be
sustained by the level of domestic savings, and it is. desired to undertake
the additional expenditure without inflation, then the excess of domestic
expenditure over current output must be covered by external financing.

The foreign exchange constraint can conceivably operate before the
savings constraint in limiting the rate of development.. Foreign assistance

is then needed to-allow the projected investment of the development plan to
take, the desired form - that is, investment may require necessary imports
that cannot be supplied from domestic sources. If. domestic saving does not

i/lt may be noted that in conditions of inflation, a moving-average
of nominal export earnings is unsuitable as a reference level,.even for a
limited purpose of short-term stabilization of. real.export earningsi^since
a reference level defined in this way takes no account of the decline in; the
purchasing power of money. ' . . ■■>■..

... 2/P.IJ, Rosenstein-Rodan, "International aid for Underdeveloped countries"
Review of Economics and Statistics, Kay 1961, pp. IO7-II7.
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result in an adequate increase in exports or reduction in imports of consumer
goods so as to provide sufficient foreign.exchange for the imports needed to

support the higher rate of capital formation, foreign assistance will then be

required for balance of.payments,reasons quite distinct from the1 need for aid

.as an adjunct .to savings. When this is the/case the primary objective of

..external aid-as to fill the gap in foreign.exchange resources, and foreign aid

requirements must be based on the expected-gap between foreign exchange

earnings and import requirements during the plan period*

Although by definition the contribution made by for'eign'aid resources to
domestic savicgD and foreign exchange earnings will necessarily be. identical,

..the sayings gapmay differ from1 the -foreigfi -exchange "gap ex ante, if the

;fl* ftnt'ft foreign exchange gap is larger than the .savings'gap,.and the inflow
bf external financial aid is designed to fill--only "the savings gap, the

developing country will not be able to fulfil its imports requirements.

External balance will then have to be attained by a, variety of adjustment

measures that sacrifice the planned.rate of development,; ■ ' ■

of ^.f oreign:aid' ' ■ ......

It is important to note that the real value.(net.transfer.of: real

resources.)'of present aid programmes is considerably:, less. than, the nominal
.value (the flow, of financial resources).-*/.. Qiven the. same amount of. capital
'inflow, the real resources transfer can.be,increased by.softening the.

conditions and terms on which foreign aid is given,, To the extent that it is

possible for an aid recipient to obtain lower, prices for.-imports under an aid

programme from a country other than the donor country, the real value of aid

can be considerably enhanced by untying aid. Also, the higher the percentage

of grants in:the total flow'of"capital, or.the. lower, the.interest rate, and
the longer the grace:andamortization periods on loans, the greater will be

the real value. If the adverse effects of aid-tying can ;ber reduced and.softer

financial1 terms introduced, so .as to .increase the value.; isf the subsidy ,:implioit
inthe total flow of resources, the real value of external resources can-more
closely approach the nominal value.

Because of the unique problems, of African economies, if foreign aid is untied.
and takes more of the form of "grants ;and IDA type, i;t will'.be more .beneficial
and have greater impact' on African economies. . ...

Il(b). The, question of distribution . ■ ,

The distribution of financial flows among developing countries is .

determined by" a combination of policy measures taken by individual agencies
and marke-fc forces. At present,'." there, are relatively £-?w international norms

serving to guide decisions of various donor agencies-^and those that do exist
are partial and incomplete.

1/ For various estimates bf the difference between the real' value and
nominal amount of. aid, see John Pincusj "Economic Aid and International

Cost-Sharing", Johns Hopkins Tress, 1965, Chap.5; Pincus; "Trade, Aid and
Development", McGraw-Hill, 1967, pp6 315-317.

. 2/ Internal.guidelines no doubt exist in most donor agencies. The
precise nature of these guidelines is rarely open, to public scrutiny, however
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■ One practice that has.emerged in recent years for dealing with the problem

of.co-ordinating, donor activities is the organization of aid consorTia arid ■ -:

consultative groups.. 'FIn 'these groups donors jointly, examine the aid needs''-■. '

of = a particular-'recipient c6u:n't-ry" and consider their joint and individual ;
capa-city-to-meet, those needs. Although such international Mechanisms ensure . J

some'measure of consistency in the treatment-of a particular recipient country, }

they db-not provide-'the basis for an overview, of the needs of "that recipient l

relative" to those, of. other developing countrias. . ■ • ' ; ;' •.; ■:.. :

The lack of 'comprehensive criteria for distribution has led to a wide ' ••■

variety of practices, wi'th the .distribution of concessional assistance .. .

sometimes defending on historical, cultural, or commercial ties rather than

on relative poverty or need. ' ; ^ , ;

In general, Official Development Assistance (ODA) has failed to expand ;

rapidly to mfeet the capital needs of ;LDCs.. As a result ODA. is being diverted

from some developing countries to others, . : " ■ '

■ ' " ' , ' ■ .: »■:"/...: 1/ . . -. . . :
.; ,. As may be seen fromtable 3f bilateral ODA-7 to developing- countries and ,

ter'ritories'with'a per capita GNP of-:..less iha$:J£OO expanded: in nominal terms; ■
the share of-^th-ese countries in.total b.ilateral ODA flows rose from 64 per cent in
1969-1970 to 69 per cent in 1974. VJhe^i^ouni-i!B^take'h.\of:\Qhahges -i-n -prices,

these bilateral ODA flows to this group of countries'were 20"fpe»: cent lower in

; 1974 riian:in.'l:969^197O. .- : j,.,, ..-.,■ -

' It may be stressed that the group-just discussed', comprises mostly African

States which are unable to raise funds elsewhere to ftie:et "their development
needs* It.would, be-useful if ODAcould at least maintain a constant trend

(in reai terms) in the growth of t^e funds, advanced %o_ African countries*

--■•■■'' ■ ■ : ■'.■■ ■ . ;:"'■";:"f.:- ■"■" "■ '■ ■■■' i- ■ ■- - ■■>:. • zF'r-
Furthermore, it may be .suggested that mcJr-e. of the, aid from. DACX. countries

should be channelled through the African Development; Fund-to .facilitate.disburse

ments*. . " ' ; ' . ■ '■ : ■■■'■■■ l :.■'...-•■.

1/ ODA means Official Development Assistance.

2/ DAC means Development Assistance Committee.
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nsctrihution among groups

. of bilateral offi

ing countries and territories

DAC member countries

Countries or

territories

GMP

in 1972 of:

itories 'Tith—:—:

per-c-r:pifay;w
$US Million

5149 and below

J15O-S299

S300-$449

percentage

of -total

$600-$799

?,8OO-$999 .

$-1 000 and above

Total

2 055

1 041*

885

242'

68

183

332.

4 806.

42 .,8.

21.7- -

18.4

>;. 5.0.

i.*r

3.8

-6.9;

100.6

C-US Million

2 245

1.421

939

..17.1

62

198

595

5 63i:

percentage

of total

Millior

1974

percentage

■39.9

;25.2

16.7

3.0

1.1

3.5

10.6

100.0

2 687

1 733

848

247

71:

212

641

. 6 -439

of total

41.7

26.9

13.2

3.8

1.1

3.3

10.0

100.0

source: OFCD, n^mnn.mtRo-nr-mtim
til

v (Paris, 1975) and data supplied

by the OSCD secretarial

-149 or less- Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Benin, Burmr, Burundi, Chad, Democratic
" £lft Pbia, Guinea, Haiti, India, Indonesia,- Laos, Madagascar, Malawi,
ves; Mali^epal, ftiS3rf Nigeria, r^ista,, Rwanda, Somalia, Sri Lanxa, Sudan,
^ United Republic cf Tanzania, Upper Volta, Yemen.

Verde,. Central African Empire , Comoros* Egypti Equatorial

c Malaysia Mauritius, Moz.mbique, Faraway, Republic of Korea Sao tome and
Principe Seychelles, Syria Arab Republic, Tonja, Vunisia; Zambia. J45O-S559: Brazil,
DominicaA Republic, Fiji. Iran, Nev, Hebrides, Nicaragua, Oman, Peru, Saudi Arabia,
WO 7W- Cl tory of the Afars and issas, Bahrain, Belize, Coste Rica, Lebanon,

J8O0-J93?: Parbado;, Chile, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Hong Kong, Jamaica,

Trinidad and Tobago. *1 000 and above Argentina, Bahmas Bermud.
,, French Polynesia, Israel, Kuwait, socialist People's Libyan Arab
; il N Cldonia Qatar Reunion Singapore,

Mexico Uruguay

French Polynesia, Israel, Ku, s
Sy , Netherlands Antilles, New Caledonia. Qatar. Reunion, Singapore,

United Arab Emirates* Venezuela
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HI, The ext_3rnal debt situation and its effects on economic development

t. Most African countries attempt to sustain'a high level of investment

and consumption by permitting ahd sustaining sizeable large current account

balance of payments deficits-which are financed'by drawing down reserves/and

increased use of foreign loans* In the absence of'these sources of finance

their standards of living and implementation of development programme could

not be maintainedc

Unfortunately, unlike other developing countries, which have increased

their borrowing from, the world money, and -..capital markets, in Africa, only-

Algeria and Zaire hav.e.r.ecently borrowed fronU'such markets. Algeria and

Zaire have been able to borrow funds-from world-markets because, at the time

of borrowing, there were favourable prospects for their principal export

commoditieso

According to publicized information, official sources supplied most

external aid to .African countries during 1974-for development purppses*....;

At the end of;.v.l974, 65 per cent of their external debt consisted of loans
from governments, 24 per/.cent .from, international organizations and only ■

11 per cent from private sources.

Compared with borrowing from official sources, borrowing from:;private

sources requires repayment in a shorter period of time and also; payment of

higher rates of interest,, African countries find such times for repayment

too1-short to generate export surpluses to service and amortize such loans.

They still require net capital inflow and the need to roll over principal

payments when they fall due, and face the penalty of high moratorium

interest payments^ ' ... ......

It may therefore, be suggested that industrialized countries increase

their official aid to African countries so as to reduce their reliance" on

world money and capital markets to raise their required foreign.icapital.

Ill(a). Debt and dsbt-ecrvic-e- . . ..■ . ;.

, Debt and debt service lias an_. important ;bearing on. the net transf er'■■■ of

resources to African countries and, therefore, on the efficacy of foreign

aid to African countries.

According to UNCTAD data, gross disbursements to 86 LDCs grew at an
average annual rate of 13 per cent itoing the period 1965-1973 and amounted
to .$24 billion in the latter year. •=/. However,. in.;the same, period'debt-servioe
payments grew by 16.per. cent annually;, reaching.411 -billion*/- The loonsequence

of these differential rates of growth was that the net transfer. of resources

advanced by only 10 per cent annually during the period, amount to $13 billion

in 197V ■ ■- ■■ - ■ ■/* ;:! ■;■•.-.■'. . -• - ■ ■■ '■:-'-'/■■ ' ■ " " ■■■■

When account, is :taken of price increases ..for ..goods and services- made1'-:

available to.LDCs, the annual growth'of the transfer, was of the order of ■■-

3 per cent.. . ■ . ,-■..'■ .:. '■■:.i.' ..•/- ■.■■"-■ ■ > •'■ ■" '■""

l/Source: UNCTAD IV, "International financial co-operation for

development" May 1976; TD/l88/Supp,l., page 31.
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at ou*standiV debt, including debt.undisbursed, grew
°f 15 per cent, reaching $il9 billion by the wfof

jjable 4

J^J^AA4*g|' debt'service and net transfer ""
of transaction for oTnon-oil-exporting developing

countries 1965 and 1973.. —

■ Type of .

transaction

Total

of whioh;..

- Official

Bilateral

of wnicti:

Multilateral

Private;

Suppliers1

Credits

Private banks

Other private

Source:

Disburs.ements

1965

3 620

3 451
728

571

546

255

1973

5 726 16 281

6 786'

6 311

2 057

1 312

4 840

1.201

■ Debt- Servi'oe

1965

2 227 7 751

(SUS million)

Net transfer

1973 1965 19731

3 499

626 2 004 2 825

331 977 397

*able 11-2 (TD/l88/Supp.l/Add.l).

8 530

719. ' .2 301 2 901 ' , 4 485

4 307

1 080

587

417

173

1

2

417

081

813 ■

- 16

129

82

.-

2

105

768

388

: . + As.may be:seen from' table 4, the rates of growth of disbursements and
debt.service, for. 67 non-oil-exporting LDCs varied considerably for different
types of transactions. . ... ■ ■ ■ . . ■

Disbursements of official loans and grants grew at an average annual■'-
rate of 8 per cent from 1965 to 1973, while debt-service payments resulting
irom official loans grew at.an average annual rate of 15 per cent.

Consequently,.the net transfer was at the modest growth rate of 5.5 per cent
per annum, rising from $2.9 billion in 1965 to $4.5 billion in"l973. • ■
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disbursement of private.loans grew more:rapidly over the period than did

.y-types of transactions. Disbursements by private banks rose sharply, and
.v^*feeed'J"the rate of growth of debt service associated with such loans*

^£?^'^u?ntly» the net transfer associated with this type of transaction rose
v -'-sharply-, reaching $2-8 billion in 1973. ' '■■ .

should be noted, however, that most African countries do not benefit
from raising funds, from private financial institutions, because, in most
sa&efcj. they are not considered creditworthy by private banks*

ti ■

, not all developing countries have the same access to the

different types of aid flows discussed above* Consequently, the growth'*of
disbursements, debt service and net transfer varies considerably among groups
of countries. . ■ • '

«oD.O11JJO

Gross disbursements., debt

mi

Total--(67

Fable 5

service and.net:transfer for

non-oil-exporting developing countries

to income group, 1965-and 197 **

Disbursements

. : 1965

countries) 5 726

Countfries'-with per capita

$201

$800

■-^Source

1972 of:

or below 281

- $200 1 672

- $300 618

c« $400 591

;i--n$800 1 209

and above 1 350

1973

16 281

1 422

2 437

1 019

1 48O

4 235

5 689

s:lo Annex table 11-1 (iD/188/Supp,!/

■ Deb^

1965.

2■zzi:.

:;. jil9

186

360

1 134

Add.l);

according

service

/ 1973

,■ '

-, ". 3-56

■'■A 034

'."' 503
687:

1 948

3 424

67

Net

1965

3 499

279

l 250

493

406

849

216

iliicn)

trams.f er

:

8

1

■• i

'■ 2

2

1973

530

266

403

516

793

287

265
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This may be seen from table 5. Countries with a per capita GNP

;;of $2Dlr300experience-i a; particularly rapid advance in debt~servioe- payments

;froin :1965 to 1973j.. leading to a virtual stagnation in the level of net -transfer

-■-.; ■ Countries,with-.a per, capita^GNP in the $301-400 range" aiso^expe-rienced a
rapid increase in debt'3e>:v-ice? which kepi; She rate of growth of net transfer

to modest levels.-,

■ It maybe p-nintea-out- that most African -countries fall within the two
groups that have experienced no signifieant1 growth in i-he net transfer of-

resources during the l^O'Sa Certainly, t;oine debt relief during the rest of

the decade would lead to resource allocation tiiat-would promote some = economic

growth in Africa* ' -o- •■ . . ■ ■ .

The significance of debt-service payments ii relation to increased-

current-account deficits of non-cdl-exporting countries may be 3een from

table 6., For a sanple of 5^ such countries".; iae increase in debt-service

payments between 1973-74 corresponded to 8 per lent of the increase in their

combined current-ficcoont■ deficito- „.■-''- . ' ■';.:•: '... .".: :- ;.J.'-

The ratio 0'.' increase'in debt-.iei^vioe ■paymeh'-s during the name period to

increase"in'current-aocoun.'; deficit :?or African comtries amounted to 25 per

cent, which was the highest at that ti^e 0 i/ It would therefore appear that -- ■
a postponement of deb"t-service. would substantially benefit African countries.

IV. Access by African.countries to c?tpital mai'lcets^oj industrialized countries

Although some developing countries have been able Vo raise funds from the

world money and capital markets, iiie bcr:oov;Iiia- by African countries froia,these,
markets have been relatively, small* Th-3 crucial factor has been the market ••,

perception of their credit worthiness*, In addition there are regulations and
practices which also tend to inhibit thoir access to such jiarkets* Some of ■

;these are that restrictions are imposed as to the type of foreign security

which can be freely purchasad'in an''effort to protect the invaf.;torc-

To improve the prospects..for borrowing from the capital markets of the
industrialized countries by African countries, it may be suggested that the
governments of capital .market countries give favourable treatment.to. African

borrowers by: .,-.-..■

(a) easing the rostri<;-fci;o^Gand other obstacles on access, tco their markets;

(b) taking direct measures to improve the credit Worthiness-of African

country borrowers in capital markets, including possible multilateral
guarantees or active use of guarantee authority of international

lending institutions;

l/ This means that a quarter of the increase in the deficit on current-

account was due to increased debt servicing*
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Table 6

Current-account balances and debt-service payments

for 55 non-oil exporting developing countries, 1973 and

estimates for 1974

Africa

1973

1974

Bast Asia

1973

1974

South Asia

1973

1974

Middle East

1973

1974

Southern Europe

1973

1974

Latin America

197.3

1974. . .

s/

s/

;:

s/

£/

S/

£/

Total (55 countries)

1973

1974

Exports

6

9

13

19

4

5

1

. 2

1

14

.19

■ 25

56

77

650

407

231

642

265

559

949

500

994

603

162

943

424

812

Imports

7 185

11 273

15 714

. 25 959

4 611

7 466

5 458

7 222

19 079

29 372

20 937

35 754

73 435

117 453

Trade

Balance

- 535

-1 866

-2 483

-6 317

- 346

-1 907

-3 509

-4 722

:-8 035

-14 769

-1 775

-9 311

-17 Oil

-39 641

Current

Account

Balance

s/

- 876

-1 755

- 374

-3 696

- 740

-2 717

-1 231

-2 578

739

-5 924

-2 837

-11 048

- 5 397

-27 803

Debt

Service

payments

572

796

725

867

871

1 167

482

612

1 122

1 248

3 752

4 592

7 532 '
9 289

Ratio of increase

in debt-service

payments in 1974 to

increase in current

account deficit

(per cent)

25

4

15

10

2

10

8

Source: UNCTAD -s^crotaricit, based on information supplied by the World Bank and IMF.

a/ . Excluding interest payments on public and publicly guaranteed debt.

t>/ ' Payments on public and publicly-guaranteed debt, as reported by the World Banko

c/ ,. Africa: Central African Empire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya,

i Madagascar, Malawi, Mali,..Mauritius, Morocco, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia

Sudan, Togo,-Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper_Voita and

Zaire.. ; ■_" ■ ... ■ .

East Asia:' ' Re'public of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.

South Asia: India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.

Israel and Lebanon,

Cyprus, Greece, Malta, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia.

Argentiana, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,

Middle Cast:

Southern Europe:

Latin America;

Dominidan Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica,

Mexico,. Hicaraqua, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay.
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(c) resolving "the problem of secondary markets"for African country

securities;

'■■.-' ■- '(d) co-financing involving international lending institutions and

::■■■'' ■ ' private lenders; "■

"■'■":' V^&) setting up a possible international investment trust; and

"-'•■ ■'■"■ -(f) giving technical assistance to African countries seeking market
access and the correlative problem of educating potential

investors regarding the situation and prospects of African .

countries,,

Let us elaborate the suggestions -above*

(a) Restrictions and other obstacles to access to markets *- ' r

A formulation of a general programme of liberalization which could be ; .

adopted by common agreement of capital market countries, or agreements with
specific capital market countries on liberalization actions appropriate t° .,,

that country, or both approaches simultaneously would go a long way to make

capital markets more accessible to African countries,, :

(b) Measures.to support credit worthiness of African country borrowers

Direct actions to,support the credit worthiness of African countries r

involve the setting up of new multilateral guarantee facility ;based on new;,

contingent liability undertakings by participants among industrial and OPEC

countries, and a modest reserve fund. The facility would provide on a fee ,
basis, partial or full guarantees fcr bonds floated in national" or international
markets primarily'by those African countries that were potentially credit worthy
but had not yet developed substantial access to the bond market. Factors of ■:

concern, however, include the problem of ensuring that the facility would

elicit additional resources from capital markets rather than direct resources-.r,-

from established African country borrowers; the question of costs in comparison

with l^rs in<;<vmodiated by the international. lending institutions-, means of..'.

(c) Secondary markets for developing country securities

Theabsehce of secondary markets of any..depth-for issues-by LDCs could
'be-regarded as a significant obstacle to the successful primary marketing of
such-issues* Various courses,of action to be taken include the possible use

of liquid funds of international lending institutions for secondary market'
purchases and sales of developing country securities; use of such funds for
shnri^- and■ irodiiam^erin investments in such securities in order to strengthen both
primary and secondary markets; and creation of a semi-public institution to
function as a market-fnaker in. *hc obligations of developing countries0
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Co—f inancing

Some progress is being made in regard to co-financing arrangements

involving international official lending institutions on the one hand and

private lenderr. o;\ ths othera However, such arrangements must be expanded.

: (e) International investment trust

An international investment trust should be set up and its function

should be to offer an attractive investment opportunity to private investors
and possibly to.certain governments in a diversified portfolio of developing
country debt and equity obligations.

(f), Technical assistance

There should be a review of existing bilateral and multilateral technical
assistance activities related to access to capital markets, together with

preliminary suggestions for possible actions in this area,

V» Concluding remarks

If the problem of foreign exchange shortage and instability of export

earnings is solved, it would definitely pave the way for the search

African countries for feasible development plans towards accelerated economic
growth. It would, therefore, be in order for such countries to use the

existing international forums, such a3 UNCTA.D, GATT and IMP to press the

industrialized countries for the following:

(a) trade liberalization policies which would increase the volume of
world trade and re-distribute the gains from trade in favour of
developing countries;

i.b) si OT.ve.n-iai of international commodity agreements to cover more
did

(c) improved compenaa-tory financing schemes for export shortfalls
with much more flexible conditionalities for drawings. Such

facilities should have longer repayment periods that would not
exert severe pressures on the already weak alance of ayments

of African countries; and

(d) an early setting up of the proposed Common Fund for Commodity
l.;;ice Stabilization.
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There should be appeals for increased foreign aid from /the advanced

countries to African countries to fill the dual gap between-savings'and

investments on one hand and exports and imports on the other hand,

... Furthermore,' to. increase the'real" value (net transfer of resources)

of. present aid to African countries, the" aid donors should be advised to

soften the terms and conditions of their aid. They should, untie their aid,

as much as possible, and also charge'lower, interest rates and grant longer

grace and amortization periods* ...

■ - . Finally, it should be the aim to get the governments of capital market

countries to create special conditions that would enhance the credit

worthiness of African countries in order to facilitate increased borrowing

from the capital markets of the industrialized nationse Measures should also

be taken by such countries to remove restrictions and other obstacles to their

capital markets.


